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1. INTRODUCTION

It was recently shown [1–10] that the active region
of a quantum cascade (QC) laser can be integrated with
a cascade of intersubband transitions designed for the
nonlinear conversion of laser light into coherent radia-
tion at different frequencies. In other words, the laser
field serves as an intracavity optical pump or drive for
the desired nonlinear optical interaction. Any intracav-
ity optical pump loss (due either to resonant absorption
or nonlinear optical processes) can be compensated by
laser gain in the active nonlinear medium. This
approach allows one to utilize the giant resonant optical
nonlinearities associated with intersubband transitions
in coupled quantum wells (QWs) [11–14]. From the
practical point of view, it is important that monolithic
integration yields compact, injection-pumped devices.

The monolithic approach to integrating nonlinear
elements with QC lasers has been successful in experi-
mentally demonstrating a wide range of nonlinear opti-
cal phenomena. Second harmonic generation (SHG),
third harmonic generation, and sum-frequency genera-
tion (SFG) have all been reported. Refinements and
optimizations to the original device designs have been
made. Some classes of the optimized devices now have
output suitable for practical application: Milliwatt
power levels have been achieved for second harmonic
generation [6]. Recently, the first successful Raman
injection laser with 16 mW Stokes power and 30% con-
version efficiency was reported [7].

In spite of the initial success and rapid optimization
of monolithically integrated devices, all the devices
demonstrated so far had certain shortcomings. Most
importantly, monolithic devices did not show broad
spectral tunability inherent to the nonlinear optical
schemes with external nonlinear elements. Their tuning
range was the same as for standard QC lasers. The rea-
son for the limited flexibility was that the nonlinear

mixing region shared the same intersubband transition
structure and the same injection current with the QC
laser active region. In this case, voltage and current
across the device was essentially determined by laser
operation; in particular, the voltage was pinned after
reaching the laser threshold. This strongly limited ways
to control the nonlinear optical process in the integrated
nonlinear region.

Here, we discuss the design strategies that would
create more possibilities for controlling the nonlinear
processes and as a result, would allow one to enhance
the tuning and wavelength range available for inte-
grated devices. We find that the necessary condition for
improved tunability, wavelength agility, and overall
performance of the nonlinear devices is the indepen-
dent control of the electric field in the nonlinear region,
which can be achieved by adding a third terminal to the
device. There are two basic ways to achieve that goal.
In the first approach, the integration can be imple-
mented in the growth direction by vertically stacking
the nonlinear region and active laser stages. Then, a
side contact controlling the voltage through the nonlin-
ear region can be fabricated as shown in Fig. 1a. This
approach allows completely independent design of the
QC laser and nonlinear structures. However, it may lead
to thicker epitaxial growth, complicated compound
waveguide design, and current spreading due to side
contacts.

The second method is the in-plane integration strat-
egy in which we longitudinally divide the laser into
separately contacted and biased sections along the laser
cavity (Fig. 1b). All sections share the same epitaxial
layer structure, but the electron states in each section
depend on the applied bias. Thus, each section can be
independently operated as either an active laser
medium or a nonlinear element.

At the first glance, it may seem that in-plane integra-
tion should have a very limited range of applications, or
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should not work at all. Indeed, one may expect it to be
a lucky coincidence that the same structure can serve as
a laser and as a nonlinear cascade 

 

resonantly

 

 pumped
by this laser at two different biases. However, it turns
out that such schemes can be surprisingly flexible in
implementing various optical nonlinearities.

The generic in-plane integration scheme is shown in
Fig. 1b. Independent of the details of the nonlinear
interaction, there is one general requirement: The
absorption of a nonlinear section should not kill the
active laser. This implies that the gain in the laser sec-
tion 

 

gL
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 should be higher than the sum of absorption
losses in the nonlinear section 

 

α

 

nl
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 and all other
losses. Typically, the optimal value of the product 

 

α

 

nl

 

L

 

2

 

is of the order of 1.
Below, we consider specific designs in which the

nonlinear section serves as a Raman active region or a
cascade for second harmonic generation. We show that
this approach enables convenient tuning by applied
voltage and allows one to extend the operation of QC
lasers into very short or very long wavelengths.

2. BROADLY TUNABLE RAMAN LASER

Conventional QC lasers are based on resonant tun-
neling through a stack of coupled QWs and superlat-
tices. They “resist” any tuning by the Stark effect above
the laser threshold, after the alignment between the
injector and the upper laser state is reached and popula-
tion inversion gets pinned down to a threshold value. As
a result, QC lasers can only be tuned over a limited
range of a few cm

 

–1

 

 by changing the temperature of the
heat sink or the injection current. In practice, a wide
tuning range in QC laser-based sensors is achieved by
using an external cavity system. Such systems require
external optical elements and moving mechanical parts,
which may be inconvenient.

Integration of QC lasers with resonant optical non-
linearities provides a new opportunity for fast and
broad tuning by changing the bias voltage applied
across the nonlinear optical element. For specificity, let
us first examine this tuning mechanism for a vertically
integrated Raman laser, with the Raman active region
qualitatively similar to the one experimentally realized
in [7] (see Fig. 2).

The possibility of Raman amplification using inter-
subband transitions has been theoretically discussed in
[15]. In [16], Raman lasing on intersubband transition
in a GaAs/AlGaAs double quantum well structure opti-
cally pumped by CO

 

2

 

 laser has been demonstrated,
although the Raman shift was still determined by
phonon resonance. In [7], the first 

 

injection-pumped

 

Raman laser was demonstrated, where the fundamental
and the Raman radiations are both generated by inter-
subband electronic transitions in the very same active
region of a quantum cascade laser (QCL). The stimu-
lated scattering and lasing is due to the excitation of
coherent electronic polarization on the mid-infrared

intersubband transition 2–1. Its frequency (
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 – 
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)/

 

�

 

defines the Raman shift; it has nothing to do with
phonons and can vary in a very broad range. It could
also be efficiently tuned by a voltage bias, since the
transition 2–1 is diagonal in real space.

One period of the Raman laser structure reported in
[7] is shown in Fig. 2a. Laser light at 6.7 

 

µ

 

m generated
on the transition 6–5 serves as a resonant optical pump
for lasing at the Stokes wavelength of 9 

 

µ

 

m, which is
detuned by 15 meV from the transition 3–2. Resonant
absorption of the pump at the transition 1–3 is over-
come by amplification in the pump laser section at the
transition 6–5. The triply resonant nature of the process
makes Raman scattering very efficient: peak fundamen-
tal power is only 40 mW at the threshold for Raman las-
ing, which implies a very large gain coefficient of the
order of 2 

 

×

 

 10

 

–5

 

 cm/W per period (6 

 

×

 

 10

 

–4

 

 cm/W for
the whole stack of 30 stages) and high efficiency of the
nonlinear interaction. The nonlinear conversion effi-
ciency around 30% has been measured. However, the
tuning range of the Stokes radiation has been limited,
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Fig. 1.

 

 (a) Cross section of a device with monolithic (verti-
cal) integration of the pump laser and the nonlinear section,
and side contacts (facet view); (b) in-plane integration of a
QC laser pump with the nonlinear section (side view). Both
schemes provide independent voltage control across the
laser pump and nonlinear sections.
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because the voltage across the compound active region
remained essentially fixed by the laser threshold.

Tunability in conventional Raman lasers or amplifi-
ers is associated with changing the wavelength of the
external optical laser pump, while the amount of Stokes
shift remains fixed and is determined by the phonon fre-
quency. In the integrated devices, we have an opposite
situation: the drive laser serving as an optical drive for
the Raman laser is internally generated and its tunabil-
ity is limited for the same reason as in standard QC
lasers. However, the Raman shift is no longer fixed: It
is determined by the energy separation between the
subbands denoted by 1 and 2 in Fig. 3 below. If the tran-
sition 1–2 is diagonal in space, its energy can be effi-
ciently tuned by the electric field (the linear Stark
effect), if the voltage across the Raman region is inde-
pendently controlled as in Figs. 1a, 1b.

The broadly tunable device with vertically inte-
grated Raman and pump laser active regions is shown
in Fig. 4. Note that the device is expected to generate

the TM

 

1

 

 modes that have a zero field at the position of
a strongly doped side contact layer, thus, minimizing
the losses. Also, the TM

 

1

 

 mode provides a better con-
finement factor and the overlap of the drive field with
the Raman region.

The Raman active region of the device in Fig. 4 can
be an injectorless stack of coupled QWs. The absence
of injectors increases the overlap factors of both modes
with the Raman active region. The structure shown has
large dipole elements 
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 = 14 nm and 
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 = 12 nm.
Changing the electric field from 5 to 20 kV/cm shifts
the Stokes frequency 
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 by as much as
12 meV from 148 to 160 meV, or by 100 cm
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. The cru-
cial question is whether this frequency tuning is accom-
panied by a large change in the Raman gain, which
would affect the output intensity of the Stokes signal.

Obviously, this would be a very undesirable effect. The
expression for the gain at the Stokes frequency that fol-
lows from the density matrix equations is shown below:
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Fig. 2.

 

 (From [7].) (a) Active region of a resonant Raman
laser that integrates fundamental laser cascade 6–5–4 and
resonant 

 

Λ

 

 scheme of transitions 1–3–2–1 for Raman–
Stokes lasing. (b) Laser (upper curve) and Stokes (lower
curve) powers as functions of the injection current.
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 One stage of the two-QW Raman active region in an
InGaAs/AlInAs structure consisting of 3.2- and 5.8-nm
QWs separated by a 2.5-nm barrier. The drive field (solid
arrow) is nearly resonant to the transition 

 

1–3

 

 at 244 meV,
while the Stokes field (dashed arrow) is generated at fre-
quency 
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 = 
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 and close to resonance with the tran-
sition 

 

2–3

 

.
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 is the Rabi frequency of the drive mode,
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 is its electric field amplitude, 
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mn

 

 is the dipole
moment of the transition 
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, ωd and ωs are frequen-
cies of the drive and the Stokes modes respectively, Γs

is the optical confinement factor for the Stokes mode,
and µs ~ 3.2 is its refractive index. The optical drive
field and the population densities n1, 2, 3 of electrons in
states 1, 2, and 3 are not free parameters. They must be
calculated simultaneously from the same set of coupled
density matrix and Maxwell equations. The only exter-
nal parameters are the injection current and dephasing
rates γmn for all transitions. The gain is maximized near
the two-photon resonance ωs = ωd –ω21, where the gen-
eration of the Stokes mode is expected to occur. The ac
Stark shift of the resonance given by the term ~|Ωd |2/γ21
in the denominator of Eq. (1) is of the order of 2–3 meV
for the intracavity drive power of the order of 100 mW.

We found that, with the same change in the electric
field by 15 kV/cm that leads to a large shift in the
Stokes frequency, the detunings of both drive and
Stokes fields from their respective transitions 1–3 and
2–3 remain practically unchanged: their shift is only
1 meV. The dipole moments of these transitions are also
changed very little—by less than 0.2 nm. The resulting
change in the Raman gain calculated using Eq. (1) and
neglecting any changes in the populations is only 3%.
Therefore, the wide-range electric tuning of the Stokes
radiation is not accompanied by a significant modula-
tion of the output intensity. This is an important advan-
tage of the device.

Next, we consider the possibility of Raman lasing in
the devices with in-plane integration, such as that
shown in Fig. 1b. First, we have to make sure that the
active region for resonant Raman scattering can be cre-
ated by simply applying a different bias to the QC laser

Γ31 γ 31 i ω31 ωd–( ),+=

Γ21 γ 21 i ω21 ωd– ωs+( ),+=

active region. Interestingly, this seems to be the rule
rather than the exception. Among the laser designs that
we investigated, all QC laser active regions based on
the vertical laser transition in coupled two or three QWs
become Raman active regions at a near zero bias or at a
small bias of the opposite sign. For example, in Fig. 5a,
we show the QC laser structure reported by Gmachl
et al. [17] at the electric field of 60 kV/cm. This corre-
sponds to an above-threshold operation at photon
energy 165 meV. In Fig. 5b, the same structure is shown
at the bias of –10 kV/cm.

Clearly, laser photons can be used as a Raman pump
detuned by about one or two FWHM from the transition
1–3 at 175 meV. Stokes emission is expected at the pho-
ton energy EStokes = Epump – E12 ~ 118 meV, which is
detuned from the transition 2–3 by the same amount
~10 meV. The dipole moments of the two transitions
are z13 = 10 A and z23 = 15 A. These parameters are
close to the optimal balance between resonant pump
absorption and Raman gain. Furthermore, approximate
resonance between the energy of laser pump photons
and the intersubband transition energy E13 is main-
tained over a fairly large range of voltages applied
across the nonlinear section. This happens because the
transition 1–3 is vertical and experiences only the qua-
dratic Stark effect. Meanwhile, the transition 1–2 is
diagonal—its energy changes much more strongly with
voltage. This paves the way for broadly tunable devices
in the same way as was already discussed above.

3. FREQUENCY-UP CONVERSION

There is currently significant effort to push the
wavelength of QC lasers into the short-wavelength
mid-IR region below 4 µm. In the most mature and
well-developed material system (InGaAs/AlInAs), the
shortest attainable wavelength is limited by the band
offset ∆Ec = 510 meV. Moreover, the requirements of
resonant tunneling and depopulation of the lower laser
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Fig. 4. Design of a broadly tunable Raman laser with independent biasing of the drive and Raman sections. Also shown are the
magnetic field squared of the TM1 mode (solid line) and TM0 mode (dashed line) at the drive laser wavelength of 6 µm.
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level limit the energy of the laser transition to about 1/2
of ∆Ec, i.e., about 5 µm. In strained InGaAs/AlInAs
structures, wavelengths of ~3.6 µm have been achieved.
In heterostructures with a very large band offset, for
example in the InGaAs/AlAsSb material system, one
can have ∆Ec close to 2 eV at the Γ point. However,
only a fraction of this band offset is actually available
for lasing in QC devices pumped by resonant tunneling,
because lateral L- and X-valleys are located only sev-
eral hundred meV above the bottom of the conduction
band of QWs in these materials. There are also growth
and fabrication issues related to this material system.

We propose to generate short-wavelength radiation
below 4 µm in our integrated nonlinear QC devices by
frequency-up conversion of the intracavity optical laser
pump via second harmonic generation (SHG) [2, 4, 6].
We have already demonstrated SHG at 5 µm wave-
length with a milliwatt power level in InGaAs/AlInAs
QC lasers operating at 10 µm [6]. However, 3-µm
wavelength is unreachable in lasers of that design
because of the need to accommodate both laser and the
nonlinear cascade into the same QWs. In devices with
a separately contacted nonlinear region, this becomes
possible. Both in-plane and vertical integration strate-
gies can be implemented. Figure 6 shows the double

Fig. 5. (a) One stage of the three-QW active region of the QC laser reported in [17] at an electric field 60 kV/cm, corresponding to
above-threshold operation at photon energy 165 meV. (b) The same structure at a –10 kV/cm bias serves as an intracavity pumped
Raman active region. The drive field (solid arrow) is slightly detuned from the transition 1–3 at 175 meV, while the Stokes field
(dashed arrow) is generated at photon energy EStokes = Epump – E12 = 118 meV and close to resonance with the transition 2–3.
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QW region of a QC laser emitting at 6 µm that becomes
the resonant SHG cascade at ~3 µm at the bias of the
opposite sign. This design is suitable for in-plane inte-
gration.

Values of second order nonlinear susceptibility χ(2)

that can be achieved in the structures of the type shown
in Fig. 6b are of the order 104 pm/V. They are mainly
limited by the low dipole moment of the transition 1–3:
z13 ~ 0.2 nm. Employing a vertically integrated design
allows one to have complete flexibility in the SHG
region design. As a result, much larger values of χ(2) ~
105 pm/V can be achieved, of course, at the expense of
a thicker structure and reduced modal overlap.

4. FREQUENCY-DOWN CONVERSION

Inversionless or Raman-type lasing could be espe-
cially valuable in situations when the population inver-
sion is difficult to reach. One example of such a situa-
tion is lasing in the terahertz (THz) spectral region.
With decreasing energy separation between subbands,
it becomes increasingly difficult to provide selective
injection to the upper laser state, selective depopulation
of the lower state, and prevent backfilling of the lower
state. These factors limit operation of existing THz QC
lasers to cryogenic temperatures. The nonlinear optics
may provide an alternative to usual lasing.

One possible Λ-type scheme for THz generation is
shown in Fig. 7a. Here, the separation between states 2
and 3 is below the optical phonon energy. If these states
are high enough above the ground state, their popula-
tion is only due to the optical pumping. They are likely
to have comparable lifetimes; therefore, the transition
2–3 has a population difference close to zero. The two-
photon term in the gain expression in Eq. (1) is propor-
tional to the population difference n1 – n3, which can be
quite large if state 1 is the ground state or close to it.
Therefore, potentially, the Stokes gain in the THz range
can be much larger than the gain for standard lasing
with inversion on the transition 2–3 and much larger
than the gain in the mid-IR QC laser. Plugging the typ-
ical numbers into Eq. (1), we obtain the following scal-
ing formula for the Raman gain:

(2)

This estimate is obtained for the optimal value of the
average drive intensity in the Raman active region

 ~ 1 corresponding to the drive power ~100 mW.

Of course, care should be taken to avoid too strong
absorption of the drive on the transition 1–3, especially
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when this field is close to resonance. In particular, the
dipole moment of the laser transition in the drive active
region should be larger than z13 by at least a factor of 2.

The main challenge with the realization of the
Raman or the optically pumped THz laser is a more
complicated waveguide design. The waveguide needs
to accommodate both mid-IR and THz modes and pro-
vide a good overlap between them. Probably, the sim-
plest way to achieve this is to have a double metal or
surface-plasmon THz waveguide and group the active
region for the drive and Stokes fields in two separate
stacks. Then, the whole Raman stack may be an injec-
torless doped multiple QW region or a superlattice,
since we do not need any current injection to excited
states (and, actually, no current at all) in order to obtain
Raman–Stokes lasing. The Raman active region needs
only optical pumping. An injectorless design saves
space in the waveguide and helps to increase the optical
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Fig. 6. (a) One stage of the two-QW active region of the
strain-compensated Ga0.41In0.59As/Al0.59In0.44As QC laser
at a 6-µm wavelength and electric field 60 kV/cm. (b) The
same structure at a –60 kV/cm bias serves as a resonant
SHG cascade at a 3-µm wavelength with about 15 meV
detuning of the pump field from the transition 1–2, which is
necessary to reduce resonant absorption. Relevant optical
transitions are indicated by arrows.
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confinement factors. One example of such design is
shown in Fig. 7b.

The THz losses are inevitably higher than in THz
QC lasers, because both active regions must be doped
in the range of 1016 cm–3 in order to provide high gain
for both the drive and the Stokes fields. Typical num-
bers in the devices we modeled range between 40–
100 cm–1. These losses need to be compensated by a
higher gain.
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